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Preface

About this book
Many books about technical writing tell you how to develop different elements 
of technical information, such as headings, lists, tables, and indexes. We took a 
different approach with this book; we organized it to show you how to apply 
quality characteristics that make technical information, including information 
embedded in user interfaces, easy to use, easy to understand, and easy to find. 
We hope you will find our approach useful and comprehensive—and we hope 
that you will find the information in this book easy to use, easy to understand, 
and easy to find!

Is this book for you?
If you are a writer, editor, information architect, or reviewer of technical 
information and user interfaces, then yes, this book is for you. If you work on 
software information, this book will be of particular interest to you because 
most of the examples in it come from the domain of software. However, the 
quality characteristics and guidelines apply to all technical information.

In general, this book assumes that you know the basics of good grammar, 
punctuation, and spelling as they apply to writing. It does not assume that you 
are familiar with what makes  technical information effective or ineffective.

Changes in this edition
The organization of the book and the quality characteristics remain the same. 
However, within each quality characteristic, we made significant changes 
by replacing some guidelines with new ones, adding many new examples, 
and broadening the scope of the kinds of information that we discuss. If you 
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are familiar with previous editions, you’ll find a great deal of new content 
in this edition. For example, the following guidelines are among those that 
we added: 

• “Apply a pattern for disclosing information” in the chapter about 
completeness

 • “Guide users through the information” in the chapter about retrievability
 • “Put information where users expect it” in the chapter about organization
 • “Make information interactive” in the chapter about visual effectiveness

These changes resulted from several developments in technical communication:

•	 Greater	emphasis	on	the	embedded	assistance	in	user	interfaces
 • The need to plan for information access from mobile devices
 • The pervasiveness of Google and other search engines as users’ preferred 

method for looking for information
 • Video as a delivery medium for technical information

As with earlier developments in this field during the many years that these 
quality characteristics have been in use, the characteristics remain relevant 
while the definition of technical information expands in scope. This quality 
framework continues to apply to the information that we provide today. In 
addition, we have found that the characteristics apply well to user interfaces, 
which benefit from application of the guidelines much as other content does.

We hope that you find this book useful in improving the quality of the 
information that you develop.
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c h a p t e r  1
Technical information  
continues to evolve

The nature of our work as technical communicators continues to change, more 
rapidly than ever. The authors of this book can see it even over the short course, 
relatively speaking, of our own careers in technical communication. Some of us 
began our careers delivering camera-ready copy for a shelf of physical books 
and then began producing context-sensitive online help that was installed with 
the product. With the advent of the web, we used our online help-writing skills 
to rework books into online topic-based documentation.
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Today, writers sigh or laugh ruefully over the fact that users don’t click help 
links. Testing with users validates this premise—that users don’t want to ask 
for separate help—but that they do use all of the text they see in user interfaces 
to do their tasks. In surveys, users often say that their first response to trouble 
is to ask a colleague. In testing, when users were forced to seek additional 
assistance, a majority in our tests tried to search the Internet or visit a video site 
such as YouTube rather than reading the help. This finding is surprising at first, 
but on reflection, is the equivalent of asking a colleague.

One reason that users avoid help documentation is that we, as a profession, 
have taught them that, as one user told us, “There’s nothing good there.” For 
example, when we moved from command-oriented products to those with 
graphical interfaces, technical information was focused on helping users to 
understand how to manipulate the user interface. Although that focus made 
sense during the transition, many writers continue that focus today, 20 years 
after the transition. In spite of knowing better, we continue to produce huge 
amounts of help documentation.

As technical writers, we need to recognize this shift in our audience and move 
past it to address users where they are. A new generation of technology-savvy 
users is entering the workforce, existing workers are becoming more adept, 
and technology is becoming more sophisticated. Because of these changes, the 
emphasis is on more usable, intuitive, and appealing products. Now we need 
to expand our focus beyond topic-based information and onto the product user 
interfaces themselves, with input field labels, messages, and other embedded 
text, which collectively we refer to as embedded assistance. 

We need to recognize that topics alone cannot address all needs. Topics 
work well in some contexts and for some types of documentation: planning, 
application programming, technical concepts, troubleshooting, and hardware 
diagrams. In many contexts, users expect to stay where they are and figure 
out how to do their tasks without reading separate documentation. But in 
many other contexts, especially mobile contexts, users want to watch a video 
introduction or a presentation by an expert. We need to write information for 
users where they are, focused on what they’re trying to accomplish, instead of 
trying to make them read what they don’t want to read.

Embedded assistance
Our profession has different definitions for embedded assistance.

Some groups refer to static, descriptive inline text in a user interface as 
embedded assistance and differentiate it from the interface labels and messages. 
Others use the term to refer to the mechanism that displays a pane of online 
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help text within the same window as the product. For the purposes of this 
book, we define embedded assistance as both of those and more—to define 
it more narrowly only reinforces the artificial separation between product 
and documentation that occurs because of the way most products and 
documentation are developed. When users buy or use a product, they don’t 
differentiate between the interface, the documentation, and the functionality. 
To users, all of these are the product. We, with all members of our product 
development teams, must develop our products as a whole too.

Embedded assistance, therefore, encompasses all textual and graphical 
elements that users encounter in all types of products. In graphical user 
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interfaces, embedded assistance includes (numbers refer to Figure 1.1 
below): 

 • Labels for user interface controls such as fields, radio buttons, check boxes, 
push buttons, menus, window titles, and so on (1)

 • Input hints in fields (2)
 • Descriptive inline user interface text such as introductory text in a  

window (3)
 • Messages that appear on fields, in sections of the interface, or in dialogs
 • Tooltips, which are one- to two-word names for tools that do not have labels 

in the interface
 • Hover help, which are one to two sentences of description for fields, check 

boxes, radio buttons, and so on (6)
 • Wizards for simplifying complex interactions
 • Embedded help panes (8)

The following illustration shows some of these elements in a user interface:

Help

Web crawler settings

Web Crawler Settings

Web crawler settings specify how the crawler
interacts with websites.

Email address:

User agent:

Crawl delay: 500 milliseconds

Learn More...

mizlongo@example.com

Enter the email address to which web server
administrators can send notifications if your web
crawler is causing problems. This email address is
in every HTTP request made by the crawler.

UI text
(label)

1

DeleteSave

Inline text

3

Link target
(embedded
help pane)

8

Web crawler settings specify how the crawler
interacts with websites.

Control-level
assistance

(hover help)

6

Programmatic
assistance

(default value)

Input hint

2

Figure 1.1 Embedded assistance elements in a user interface.
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In nongraphical software contexts, such as ASCII-based interfaces, embedded 
assistance includes:

 • Logged messages
 • Command and parameter names
 • Keyword names
 • API names
 • Utility or tool names

C: \ >
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In hardware contexts, embedded assistance includes:

 • Labels embedded on hardware wires, boards, or other equipment
 • Labels attached on top of or around hardware, for example on an on/off 

switch
 • Specifically sized slots for connectors
 • Colors for wiring, for example, the color green indicates the ground wire  

in the US
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Embedded assistance also includes programmatic assistance that does a step or 
task for a user. Examples of programmatic assistance include: 

 • Default values
 • Detected values
 • Autocompleted values, as shown in the following user interface:

Find: font|

Properties

font

font

font

font

font

font

color [black]

info [8 pt Arial]

info > effects [<empty>]

info > fontname [Arial]

info > size [8]

print color [black}

Although we writers usually don’t have the programming skills to develop 
programmatic assistance, we do need to understand these types of assistance 
well enough to advocate for them when they’ll be helpful to users.

Our skills with writing embedded assistance and our fluency with words and 
graphics will be crucial as software development shifts to focus on mobile 
devices. Most users don’t follow help links in desktop and web applications; 
they are even less likely to do so in mobile environments. The lack of hover 
capabilities in the mobile environment removes an element of embedded 
assistance in an already small user interface, a user interface that makes web and 
desktop interfaces seem enormous by comparison. Because of the small screen 
size in a mobile interface, the small amount of text that is persistent gets even 
more attention.

Progressive disclosure of information
Given the types of embedded assistance elements in the previous section, it’s 
easy to see that writers can’t work in isolation on each element, set of elements, 
or functional area of the user interface or piece of hardware. Instead, the entire 
set of embedded assistance, linked assistance, and separate documentation 
must tell a cohesive story. 
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The key to developing effective documentation is to apply and follow a pattern 
for progressively disclosing the information to the user. Progressive disclosure 
is not a new idea in the field of interaction design. Jakob Nielsen summarized 
it in 2006: “Progressive disclosure defers advanced or rarely used features to 
a secondary screen, making applications easier to learn and less error-prone.” 
Applying such a progressive pattern to information ensures that you use 
available space in a user interface or on the hardware in the most effective way, 
consistently and without redundancy. Applying the pattern well also helps 
writing teams manage the complexity of information, providing clear paths to 
get to more complex or abstract information.

Information that is developed according to principles of progressive disclosure 
anticipates users’ questions and provides a way for users to get additional 
contextual information when necessary. For example, in an installation wizard, 
a field might have the label Application server version, and a user might 
ask, “Is this the version I’m upgrading from or to?” Ideally, the label could be 
changed to clarify which version, or the field could be grouped under a heading  
Upgrade from server. If neither is possible, a hover help that explains which 
application server is being requested and how to find this information is 
 helpful, but a hover help that says, “Enter the application server version” is not.

If you are used to writing books or help documentation, think about how 
you decide where (which book or help system) to deliver certain information 
today. Information that you put in an installation guide is not appropriate in an 
application development guide. A similar approach is true in user interfaces: 
 different interface display mechanisms require different types of information. 

Think of the available programmatic and textual assistance capabilities in a 
software or hardware interface as different delivery mechanisms. You can 
then use a pattern to map types of content to each mechanism. Because these 
delivery mechanisms are much smaller than a book or a web page, the pattern 
is also at a different scale. Instead of thinking about the type of content to 
deliver in a programming guide versus an installation guide, you think about 
the type of content to deliver in a field label versus hover help. Your pattern 
might look something like this: 
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Table 1.1 Sample pattern for progressively disclosing information in a web user interface

User interface element Content

Labels (for fields, windows,  
buttons, group boxes, and 
so on)

Succinct nouns based on a short, well-managed list of product 
terms. Repeatedly review these labels to ensure consistency and 
coherence of the interface as it is developed.

Messages Full sentences that describe the situation. For error messages, 
provide an action so that users can solve the problem.

Static descriptive text at the 
top of windows

•	 Describe the overall action that users accomplish on the 
window if it’s not obvious.

•	 Clarify anything users must do before completing this 
window.

•	 Identify ramifications, if there are any, of the changes in this 
window.

Static descriptive text below 
fields

Examples for what to enter in a field.

Hover help •	 Syntax for what to enter in a field.

•	 Ramifications of the field change.

•	 Descriptive information for what to enter in the field.

•	 Links to additional information if needed.

The organization guideline “Separate contextual information into the appropriate 
type of embedded assistance” on page 332 describes the pattern in more depth, 
and the completeness guideline “Apply a pattern for disclosing information” on 
page 107 explains how to apply it to your information to ensure completeness.

When you become more adept at creating meaningful and effective embedded 
assistance and delivering it progressively, you create a better customer 
 experience and become a more valuable member of your product team.

The technical writer’s role today
Our roles as technical writers are evolving as quickly as the products that we 
write information for. Because we develop embedded assistance, the timing 
and ways that we work with our extended teams have changed. We are more 
involved with product design and user interface development, which means 
that we must be involved earlier than ever in the development cycle.

As discussed in “Embedded assistance” on page 4, the separation between 
product and documentation is an artificial one, in large part a result of the 
historic waterfall development processes. The waterfall development process is 
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made up of specific phases in which each participating team finishes its work 
and hands it to the next team. The problem with this process is that downstream 
teams have very little chance to change anything that happened upstream. 
Furthermore, because documentation is developed close to the end of the 
cycle, documentation often tries to describe poor design that can no longer be 
changed. Too often, technical writers who work in a waterfall development 
process must write  comprehensive documentation that needs to atone for 
unwieldy design. 

More and more development teams are using an agile development process, which 
depends on cross-functional teams working together throughout an iterative 
development cycle. Although members of these cross-functional teams all bring 
their own skills to the team from their unique disciplines, they are much more 
likely to look at and contribute to each others’ deliverables so that products 
are a full team effort. Agile development, as the name implies, lends itself to 
 making quick changes to product design when necessary.

In agile development, writers have a particularly effective role as the users’ 
advocate. The Agile Manifesto (agilemanifesto.org) values “individuals 
and interactions over processes and tools” and “working software over 
comprehensive documentation.” Writers who work on a project that follows 
the agile development process are critical members of the team throughout 
the entire process, from the earliest design phase, before a single line of code is 
written, to the final fit-and-finish stage. By participating in the design process in 
partnership with product developers, usability engineers, visual designers, and 
customers, writers can promote clear interaction and wise use of embedded 
assistance, thereby reducing or eliminating the likelihood of “papering the 
product” with  unnecessary documentation.

The guidelines in this book describe the characteristics of quality technical 
information. However, your role in developing information and, indeed, in 
developing the product, is as important as any of the guidelines. Rather than 
trying to explain problems with the product design after the fact, focus on 
 fixing real-world problems that users have.

When you develop quality technical information, you are responsible for:

 • Knowing the user stories, which are the goals that users need to accomplish 
by using the product

 • Being the users’ advocate, ensuring that the product employs the necessary 
programmatic assistance and embedded assistance

 • Owning the words, whether they are in labels in the user interface, error 
 messages, or topics that are separate from the product
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Redefining quality technical information
Quality is ultimately determined by users. When users have questions and 
quickly find the exact information they need, they perceive the product (and the 
information, though they don’t distinguish between the two) as being of high 
quality. In fact, an overwhelming majority of customers report that information 
quality both affects their view of the product quality and their overall product 
satisfaction. Information quality also has a significant impact on customers’ 
buying decisions. 

Almost always, users seek answers to specific questions and don’t want to 
read a book from beginning to end to find those answers. Quality information 
addresses users where they are, for example, in the user interface. That quality 
helps them accomplish real goals rather than forcing them to figure out how to 
accomplish their goals in the product. 

Content that focuses on domain expertise, provided by experts in the field 
based on their experience and judgement, is the most highly valued content 
today. We can already see the beginning of another technical communication 
transition toward artificial intelligence, and our role in gathering real domain 
expertise for users becomes critical. Think of voice-driven assistance that 
provides real-world information about proximity to gas stations with the 
lowest prices or guidance for how to choose the right app from an online store. 
In these situations, the writer is the trusted colleague or the concierge, directing 
users to exactly what they need at that moment. Domain expertise is described 
in more detail in the concreteness guideline, “Consider the skill level and needs 
of  users” on page 220.

Technical writers must be the users’ advocate throughout the product 
development process. Ideally, writers have access to users throughout that 
process, but user engagement alone cannot ensure information quality. Writers 
must apply their own skills and expertise based on solid research and proven 
methods. 

Quality characteristics for technical information must reflect what users 
expect and want from the information. Based on comments from users and 
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on experience in writing and editing technical information, the authors of this 
book have found that quality technical information has these characteristics:

Easy to use

Task orientation In the context of a product, a focus on helping users do tasks that  
support their goals

Accuracy Freedom from mistake or error; adherence to fact or truth

Completeness The inclusion of all necessary parts—and only those parts

Easy to understand

Clarity Freedom from ambiguity or obscurity; using language in such a way  
that users understand it the first time that they read it

Concreteness The inclusion of appropriate examples, scenarios, similes, analogies, 
specific language, and graphics

Style Correctness and appropriateness of writing conventions and of words 
and phrases

Easy to find

Organization A coherent arrangement of parts that makes sense to the user

Retrievability The presentation of information in a way that enables users to find  
specific items quickly and easily

Visual effectiveness Attractiveness and enhanced meaning of information through the use 
of layout, illustrations, color, typography, icons, and other graphical 
devices

You can apply the quality characteristics whether you’re writing a book, a page, 
a paragraph, a sentence, or a single word in an interface. The quality technical 
information model of nine characteristics is flexible enough to support you as 
you develop ever smaller chunks of information to address the changing needs 
of users. 
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